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THE CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF THE SCAPOLITE-GROUP MINERALS.  
I. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND LONG-RANGE ORDER
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abSTraCT

Scapolite-group minerals are a group of rock-forming framework aluminosilicates common in a wide variety of igneous and 
metamorphic rocks. They have the general formula M4 [T12 O24] A, where M represents Na, K, Ca, Sr, Ba and Fe2+, T stands for 
Si, Al, (Fe3+), and A represents Cl, (CO3), (SO4). They constitute a non-binary solid-solution series involving the end members 
marialite (Na4 [Al3 Si9 O24] Cl, Ma) and meionite (Ca4 [Al6 Si6 O24] CO3, Me). The crystal structures of eighteen scapolite-group 
minerals from Me4.9 to Me92.8 [Me = 100 SM 2+ / S(M 2+ + M +)] have been refined with MoKa X-radiation. The crystals, a 
12.045–12.208, c 7.564–7.586 Å, V 1099.7–1130.1 Å3, I4/m or P42/n, Z = 2, were analyzed with an electron microprobe subse-
quently to collection of the X-ray intensity data. There are subtle differences between the behavior of the distinct T tetrahedra in 
the I4/m and P42/n structures. For Si and Al, determinative curves for the assignment of site populations from <T–O> distances 
were developed for each T site in each structure type, and T-site populations were assigned from these curves. In I4/m marialite, 
there is no Al at the T(1) site. In P42/n scapolite, Al is strongly ordered at T(2), and Si is strongly ordered at T(3), but this order is 
never complete. The A-site cation (Na, Ca, K) is [8]-coordinated in end-member marialite and is (on average) [8.5]-coordinated 
in end-member meionite. Each (Mfn) polyhedron shares two edges with adjacent (Mfn) polyhedra, forming a three-dimensional 
framework that interpenetrates the [T12O24] silicate framework. In (CO3)-bearing structures, the model proposed by previous 
workers, four (CO3) groups arranged about the 4 axis (I4/m) or 4 axis (P42/m), is consistent across the series from marialite to 
meionite. Any (SO4) present is disordered by rotation of 90° about the central 4-fold axis; in I4/m structures, each arrangement 
is 50% occupied, whereas in P42/n structures, the occupancies of the two arrangements are not required to be equal.

Keywords: scapolite, marialite, meionite, crystal structure, electron-microprobe analysis, site populations, chlorine, carbonate, 
sulfate.

SOmmairE

Les minéraux du groupe de la scapolite forment une famille d’aluminosilicates à trame répandus dans les roches ignées et 
métamorphiques. Dans leur formule générale, M4 [T12 O24] A, M représente Na, K, Ca, Sr, Ba et Fe2+, T représente Si, Al, (Fe3+), 
et A représente Cl, (CO3) et (SO4). Ils forment une solution solide non binaire entre les pôles marialite (Na4 [Al3 Si9 O24] Cl, 
Ma) et méionite (Ca4 [Al6 Si6 O24] CO3, Me). Nous avons affiné la structure cristalline de dix-huit membres de la série allant de 
Me4.9 à Me92.8 [Me = 100 SM 2+ / S(M 2+ + M +)] par diffraction X avec rayonnement MoKa. Par la suite, nous avons analysé 
ces cristaux, a 12.045–12.208, c 7.564–7.586 Å, V 1099.7–1130.1 Å3, I4/m ou P42/n, Z = 2, avec une microsonde électronique. 
Nous signalons la présence de légères différences dans le comportement des tétraèdres entre les structures I4/m et les structures 
P42/n. Pour Si et Al, des courbes utilisées pour assigner la population des sites à partir des distances <T–O> ont été développées 
pour chaque site T dans chaque type de structure, et les populations aux sites T ont été assignées en fonction de ces courbes. 
Dans la marialite I4/m, il n’y a pas de Al dans le site T(1). Dans la scapolite P42/n, l’aluminium est fortement concentré sur le 
site T(2), et le Si est fortement ordonné sur le site T(3), mais cette mise en ordre demeure incomplète. Le cation sur le site A 
(Na, Ca, K) possède une coordinence [8] dans le pôle marialite et, en moyenne, [8.5] dans le pôle méionite. Chaque polyèdre 
(Mfn) partage deux arêtes avec des polyèdres (Mfn) adjacents, pour former une trame tridimensionnelle qui interpénêtre la trame 
de tétraèdres [T12O24]. Dans les structures contenant le (CO3), le modèle proposé antérieurement, avec quatre groupes (CO3) 
disposés autour de l’axe 4 (I4/m) ou 4 (P42/m), s’applique sur toute la série, de marialite à méionite. Là où des groupes (SO4) 
sont présents, ils sont désordonnés par rotation de 90° par rapport à l’axe central d’ordre 4; dans les structures I4/m, chaque 
arrangement a une occupation de 50%, tandis que dans les structures P42/n, les taux d’occupation des deux arrangements ne 
sont pas nécéssairement égaux.
 (Traduit par la Rédaction)

Mots-clés: scapolite, marialite, méionite, structure cristalline, analyse avec microsonde électronique, populations des sites, chlore, 
carbonate, sulfate.
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Stephenson (1966), Lin & Burley (1973a,b,c, 1975), 
Ulbrich (1973a), Levien & Papike (1976), Peterson 
et al. (1979) and Aitken et al. (1984) confirmed the 
original model of Pauling (1930), established two space 
groups for scapolite, I4/m and P42/n, and covered the 
compositional range Me19–94. Comodi et al. (1990), 
Belokoneva et al. (1991, 1993) and Sokolova et al. 
(2000) added further structural data, and the crystal 
structure of silvialite was refined by Teertstra et al. 
(1999). A study of structural parameters and cation 
order using Rietveld structure refinement and MAS 
NMR spectroscopy was done for 15 scapolite samples 
in the range Me0.2–99.7 (Sokolova et al. 1996, Sherriff 
et al. 1998, 2000).

The crystal structure of scapolite can occur in two 
space groups, I4/m and P42/n. There are two [T(1) and 
T(2) in I4/m] and three [T(1), T(2) and T(3) in P42/n] 
tetrahedrally coordinated T sites. At the I4/m ! P42/n 
transition, the T(2) site splits into the T(2) and T(3) 
sites (Table 1). There is one unique M site in both space 
groups, occupied primarily by Na and Ca. The M cation 
is [8]-coordinated by seven framework O atoms and one 
Cl atom in marialite, and [8]- and [9]-coordinated by 
seven framework O atoms and one or two O atoms of 
the (CO3) group in meionite. There is one unique A site 
occupied primarily by Cl, (CO3) and (SO4).

There are two types of four-membered rings of 
tetrahedra. The type-1 ring consists of T(1) tetrahedra 
with their apices pointing in the same direction along 
the c axis. In the type-2 ring, the apices of the T(2) 
tetrahedra point alternately up and down c. In the space 
group P42/n, the type-2 ring consists of T(2) and T(3) 
tetrahedra, each with an equipoint rank of 8. In the space 
group I4/m, the T(2) and T(3) tetrahedra combine to give 
rise to the T(2) site with an equipoint rank of 16. Rings 
of two types form a framework (Figs. 1a, b) with inter-
stitial sites occupied by M cations and A anions. The two 
types of rings form five-membered rings that are stacked 

inTrOduCTiOn

The scapolite group of rock-forming framework 
aluminosilicates is common in a wide variety of 
igneous and metamorphic rocks. These minerals have 
the general formula

M4 [T12 O24] A

where M represents Na, K, Ca, Sr, Ba and Fe2+, T stands 
for Si, Al, (Fe3+), and A represents Cl, (CO3), (SO4) + 
minor Br. They constitute a non-binary solid-solution 
series involving the end members marialite (Na4 [Al3 
Si9 O24] Cl, Ma) and meionite (Ca4 [Al6 Si6 O24] CO3, 
Me). Shaw (1960a, b) proposed the percentage of 
meionite [Me % = 100 Ca / (Na + Ca)] as the chemical 
index to indicate the composition of scapolite; currently, 
the meionite percentage [Me % = 100 SM 2+ / S(M 2++ 
M +)] is commonly used (e.g., Teertstra & Sherriff 1996, 
1997). For a century, only two mineral species, marialite 
and meionite, were known (Bayliss 1987). Silvialite, 
ideally Ca4 [Al6 Si6 O24] SO4, the S-dominant member 
of the scapolite group, was described by Teertstra et 
al. (1999). There has been considerable recent work 
on the crystal structure and crystal chemistry of the 
scapolite-group minerals by Rietveld structure refine-
ment and MAS NMR (Magic-Angle Spinning Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance) spectroscopy (Sokolova et al. 
1996, 2000, Sherriff et al. 1998, 2000), and HRTEM 
(High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy) 
(Seto et al. 2004). However, major questions remain 
concerning the nonlinear variation in chemical compo-
sition, variation in Al–Si order, and changes in space 
group across the marialite–meionite series. These 
questions are answered in these two papers: in the first 
paper, we focus on experimentally deriving accurate 
site-populations, and in the second, we address the 
major questions outlined above.

It is general practice to denote the chemical compo-
sition of scapolite by the Me content [Mex, x ≡ 100 Ca 
/ (Na + Ca)]. This symbolism is formally not correct: 
marialite–meionite is not a binary solid-solution series, 
and hence it is not suitable to represent chemical 
variation by a symbol that would normally represent 
the amount of that specific end-member in the composi-
tion under consideration. However, Mex is a convenient 
symbol to use (provided we recognize that it represents 
only the amount of Ca in the structure) in view of the 
fact that it is embedded in the literature on the scapolite-
group minerals.

PrEViOuS WOrK

Structure topology

The first model for the crystal structure of scapo-
lite was proposed by Pauling (1930) and Schiebold 
& Seumel (1932). Papike & Zoltai (1965), Papike & 
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along c (Figs. 2a, b). The type-1 rings and columns 
built of type-2 rings link to form a cage that contains 
the A site. The point symmetry of the A site is 4/m or 
4, and each A site is surrounded by four M sites. Both 
these symmetries are in accord with occupancy of the A 
site by Cl. However, where the A site is “occupied” by 
(CO3), the point symmetry of the (CO3) group is not in 
accord with the point symmetries of the A site in either 
space group, and hence the (CO3) group is disordered 
in the scapolite structure (Papike & Stephenson 1966, 
Levien & Papike 1976, Aitken et al. 1984). Where the 
A site is “occupied” by (SO4), the point symmetry of the 
(SO4) group, 4, is in accord with the point symmetry of 
the A site in the space group P42/n but not in the space 
group I4/m. Peterson et al. (1979) showed that the (SO4) 
groups are centered at (000) in two orientations related 
by a 90o rotation about the 4 axis.

Expansion or contraction of the structure occurs by 
coupled rotation of the four-membered rings. This effect 
was described as a function of composition by Papike 
& Stephenson (1966), as a function of temperature by 
Levien & Papike (1976) and Graziani & Lucchesi (1982), 
and as a function of pressure by Comodi et al. (1990).

Si–Al order

The principal structural difference between the I4/m 
and P42/n structures involves differences in Al–Si order 
in the framework of tetrahedra. In end-member marialite 
(Me0), T(1) is occupied completely by Si, and T(2) is 
occupied by (5 Si + 3 Al) / 8 (Lin & Burley 1973a). 
With increasing Al content, Al first enters the T(2) site, 
and then the T(1) site. With change in symmetry from 
I4/m to P42/n, the T(2) site splits into two sites, T(2) and 
T(3), with Al slightly to strongly ordered at T(2). There 
have been several proposals for various completely 
ordered Al–Si arrangements at specific compositions, 
but as we show here, none of them are correct, and we 
will not review them here.

THE marialiTE–mEiOniTE SOlid-SOluTiOn

Evans et al. (1969) proposed two mechanisms of 
substitution in scapolite: (1) between Me0 and Me75, the 
substitution is Na3 + Si2 + Cl ←! Ca3 + Al2+ (CO3); (2) 
between Me75 and Me100, the substitution is Na + Si ←! 
Ca + Al (as in plagioclase feldspars). In this scheme, the 
A site is ideally filled with (CO3)2– from Me75 to Me100. 
This scheme has been interpreted as evidence for two 
binary solid-solution series that meet at Me75 (Ulbrich 
1973b). Aitken et al. (1984) suggested the presence 
of two series because of the change in space group at 
approximately Me75.

Until the 1990s, detailed work focused on the more 
abundant Ca-rich scapolites, presumably because 
(NaCl)-rich scapolite is quite uncommon. Lieftink et al. 
(1993) and Zolotarev (1993) reported the occurrence of 
(NaCl)-rich scapolites close to end-member marialite. 

Sherriff & Teertstra (1994) reviewed available chemical 
data for scapolite-group minerals and concluded that 
(NaCl)-rich scapolite does not follow the substitu-
tion Na + Si ←! Ca + Al. Zolotarev (1996) proposed 
three subseries in scapolite based on discontinuities in 
the variation of the c dimension with variation in Me 
content:

(A): Na4 [Al3 Si9 O24] Cl (Ma) –  
Ca Na3 [Al4 Si8 O24] Cl; 
 
(B): Ca Na3 [Al4 Si8 O24] Cl –  
Na Ca3 [Al5 Si7 O24] (CO3); 
 
(C): Na Ca3 [Al5 Si7 O24] (CO3) –  
Ca4 [Al6 Si6 O24] (CO3) (Me100).

The A–B boundary is at Me20–25, and the B–C boundary 
is at Me60–67. Teertstra & Sherriff (1996, 1997) also 
proposed three subseries based on discontinuities in 
cell dimensions as a fraction of Al content, which 
they also associated with changes in space group. The 
boundaries between these series are located at 3.6 and 
4.7 Al apfu, and are fairly similar to the subdivisions 
of Zolotarev (1996).

Sokolova et al. (1996) and Sherriff et al. (1998, 
2000) stated that the a cell-dimension and 27Al SATRAS 
NMR spectra show a continuous change across the 
series, which they interpreted as a continuous marialite–
meionite solid-solution with three subseries character-
ized by different trends in atom substitutions and Si–Al 
order. However, the systematic behavior of the (CO3) 
group across the series is not known, nor is its possible 
role in affecting the degree of Al–Si order across the 
series, particularly at short range. We will consider these 
issues, among others, in this and the following paper.

ExPErimEnTal mETHOdS

The provenance of samples used in this work is 
shown in Table 2. The eighteen samples of scapolite 
cover most of the marialite–meionite solid-solution 
series, from Me4.9 to Me92.8 and from 3.10 to 5.62 Al 
apfu. These samples are primarily from granulite-facies 
metamorphic rocks and associated veins. Twelve of 
the eighteen samples have been studied previously by 
X-ray powder diffraction and NMR spectroscopy, and 
descriptions of samples S(1)–S(7), S(8), S(11), S(12), 
S(14) and S(16) can be found in Sokolova et al. (1996) 
and Sherriff et al. (1998, 2000). There are six new 
samples in this study, of which S(15) is of particular 
importance, as its composition corresponds closely 
to the change in symmetry from I4/m to P42/n; it is 
a semitransparent yellowish scapolite from veins in 
metamorphic rocks of the Slyudyanka deposit, Russia. 
Sample S(8) is a gem-quality yellowish transparent 
scapolite from a Madagascar pegmatite. Samples S(10) 
and S(17) are yellowish transparent crystals from vugs 
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the crystal structure of scapolite: (a) viewed down [001]; (b) viewed 
down [100] (P42/n). Legend as in Figure 1.
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in marble blocks from Monte Somma, Italy; S(17) is 
slightly altered in the outer zones. Sample S(13) is an 
opaque yellowish white crystal from a metamorphic 
complex at Pargas, Finland. Sample S(18) is a gem-
quality yellowish scapolite from Monte Somma, Italy. 
All samples were checked optically for homogeneity. 
We could not find inclusion-free crystals of samples 
S(2) and S(16), and were careful to avoid inclusions 
during electron-microprobe analysis.

Collection of X-ray data

Crystals used for the collection of single-crystal 
X-ray-diffraction data were selected on the basis of 
optical clarity, ground to spheres (or spheroids), and 
mounted on a Bruker P4 diffractometer fitted with a 
Smart 1K CCD detector and using MoKa radiation. 
For each crystal, integrated intensities were collected 
for the whole sphere of reciprocal space using 30 s per 
frame. Unit-cell parameters were refined from approxi-
mately 4000 reflections with (I > 10 sI). An empirical 
absorption-correction (SadabS, Sheldrick 1998) was 
applied. Prior to data reduction, the intensity data were 
carefully checked for reflections violating the I-centered 
condition h + k + l = 2n. No violators were observed for 
samples S(1)–S(6) and S(16)–S(18), and the intensity 
data for S(1)–S(6) and S(16)–S(18) were processed 
in the space group I4/m. For samples S(7)–S(14), 
numerous observed reflections violate the condition h 
+ k + l = 2n, and the intensity data were processed in 
the space group P42/n. For sample S(15), there are only 
two strong reflections violating the I-centered condition. 
The data were processed in both space groups, I4/m and 
P42/n. Details of data collection and refined unit-cell 
parameters are given in Table 3.

Electron-microprobe analysis

The chemical compositions of 18 single crystals 
used for collection of the X-ray intensity data were 
determined by electron-microprobe analysis (10 
points per crystal) using a Cameca SX50 operating 
in wavelength-dispersion mode at 15 kV and 20 nA. 
The following standards were used: fluorine-bearing 
riebeckite (F), albite (Na), forsterite (Mg), scapolite 
(Si, Al), apatite (P), anhydrite (S), tugtupite (Cl), sani-
dine (K), anorthite (Ca), titanite (Ti), spessartine (Mn), 
fayalite (Fe), SrTiO3 (Sr) and barite (Ba). Data were 
reduced using the “ZAF” correction (Puma program). 
The unit formula (Table 4) of each crystal was calcu-
lated by normalizing to 12 T = (Si + Al) apfu. Thus we 
assume that there is no vacancy at the T site. The CO2 
content was calculated assuming that the A site is fully 
occupied by Cl, (SO4) and (CO3): (CO3) = 1 – Cl – 
(SO4); this assumption seems justified by the fact that 
the resulting amounts of species are in accord with the 
electron densities observed at and around the A site.

CrySTal-STruCTurE rEFinEmEnT

The structures of 18 crystals were refined with the 
SHElxTl 5.1 software (Sheldrick 1997). Scattering 
factors for neutral metal atoms were taken from the 
International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1992). 
Scattering curves for ionized species were used for 
O2– and Cl–. Crystals S(1)–S(6) and S(16)–S(18) were 
refined in space group I4/m; crystals S(7)–S(14) were 
refined in space group P42/n. The structure of S(15) 
was refined in both space groups, I4/m and P42/n. In 
the space group P42/n, the T(2) and T(3) tetrahedra are 
symmetrically distinct and hence are not required to 
have the same mean bond-lengths. In the space group 
I4/m, the T(2) and T(3) tetrahedra of the P42/n struc-
ture are symmetrically equivalent and constitute the 
T(2) site. Thus we may test for the best space-group 
for S(15) by comparing the <T(2)–O> and <T(3)–O> 
bond lengths in the P42/n refinement. If the distances 
are equal, the space group is I4/m; if the distances are 
not equal, then the space group is P42/n. The relevant 
distances are 1.691(2) and 1.666(2) Å, with a difference 
of 0.025(2) Å. This difference is significant at the 95% 
confidence limit, and hence we assign the space group 
P42/n to crystal S(15).

Each structure was refined in two stages. At the 
primary stage of refinement, the T sites were assigned 
as Si, and their occupancies were fixed, the A site was 
assigned as Cl, and the occupancy was considered as 
variable; the structure was refined to convergence. At 
the secondary stage of the refinement, the site occupan-
cies were adjusted by a combination of site-scattering 
refinement and assignment from the unit formula calcu-
lated from the chemical composition such that the site 
occupancies are equally in accord with the results of the 
site-scattering refinement and the unit formula.

Site scattering at the T sites

The occupancies of the T sites cannot be refined 
because of the very small difference in X-ray scattering 
between Si (Z = 14) and Al (Z = 13). On the basis of the 
EMPA data and the <T–O> bond-lengths derived from 
the primary refinement, Si and Al occupancies were 
assigned to each tetrahedral site (see later discussion) 
and fixed during subsequent stages of refinement.

Site scattering at the M site

The M site can be occupied by five cations, Na, 
Ca, Fe2+, Sr and K, and we also cannot rule out the 
possibility of vacancies (□). For each crystal, the 
site occupancies of the dominant and minor cations 
were fixed at the values indicated by the unit formulae 
(Table 4), and the occupancy of the subordinate cation 
was refined. Thus for S(1), the site occupancies for 
Na (predominant), Fe2+, Sr, and K were fixed at the 
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values indicated in Table 4, and the occupancy for Ca 
was refined.

Site-scattering refinement at the A site

The refined site-scattering at the A site invariably 
shows a good correlation with the unit formulae calcu-
lated from the chemical compositions (Table 4). Hence 
at the secondary stage of refinement, the site occupan-
cies for Cl, C and S atoms were fixed at the values 
indicated by the unit formula: Cl + C + S = 1.0.

Refinement of the carbonate group

As noted above, the (CO3) group must show some 
sort of long-range disorder where the A site is occupied 
by C. Similarly, the (SO4) group may also show disorder 
for the same reason. The result is a complicated pattern 
of electron density around the A site (e.g., Figs. 3, 4). 
Where there is no (SO4) present in the unit cell, the 
electron density within ~2 Å of the A site is restricted 
to the (001) plane through the A site, indicating that 
the (CO3) group is restricted to the (001) plane all 

across the series from marialite to meionite. In order 
to ensure consistency of the model used for the (CO3) 
group across the series, difference-Fourier maps were 
calculated from the final structure-model with the 
oxyanion constituents of the A site removed from the 
model; selected maps are shown in Figure 3. There is 
no significant difference in the patterns of density in the 
I4/m and P42/n structures except for a slight difference 
in orientation (cf. Figs. 3g, h). As expected, the amount 
of residual density increases across the series, in parallel 
with the calculated (CO3) content (Table 4). The pattern 
of density observed (Fig. 3) is similar to that observed 
in previous work, and thus we provisionally adopted the 

Fig. 3. Difference-electron-density maps calculated omitting 
the (CO3) group from the structure model: (a) S(6), (b) 
S(8), (c) S(9), (d) S(10), (e) S(11), (f) S(13), (g) S(15), (h) 
S(18). Contours are shown at intervals of 0.5 e/Å3, nega-
tive contours are dashed, and the zero contour is omitted. 
Section z = 0.25 for (b)–(g) and z = 0.5 for (a) and (h). 
Length of the horizontal edge is 6 Å.
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model of Levien & Papike (1976) as input to the refine-
ment procedure. In Figure 3, the central density corre-
sponds to four positions of the disordered C site, and the 
surrounding four maxima are the disordered O atoms 
of the (CO3) group. The most intense set of maxima in 
these maps is that corresponding to the O(7) atom, and 
these maxima are detectable (≥1 e/Å3) in scapolites 

S(6) [= 0.13 apfu (CO3)] and S(7–18). Inclusion of the 
C and O(7) atoms into the difference-Fourier calcula-
tions allowed location of the two additional O atoms of 
the (CO3) group (Fig. 4): they occur as “doublets” of 
density located ~1.3 Å from the central A site.

Where (CO3) is the dominant component at the A 
site [e.g., S(18)], refinement of the atoms of the (CO3) 
group is fairly robust. However, as the meionite content 

Fig. 4. Difference-electron-density maps calculated omitting 
the O(8) and O(9) atoms from the structure model: (a) S(8), 
(b) S(9), (c) S(10), (d) S(12), (e) S(14), (f) S(18). Contours 
are at intervals of 0.5 e/Å3, negative contours are dashed, 
and the zero contour is omitted. Section z = 0.75 for (a)–(e) 
and z = 0.5 (f). Length of the horizontal edge is 6 Å.
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of the crystals decreases, refinement becomes more 
difficult, and a more constrained model is required if 
we wish to gain detailed stereochemical information 
across the whole (or most of the) series. The refinement 
model used the following soft constraints: C–O(7) ≈ 
1.32 Å, C–O(8) ≈ C–O(9) ≈1.26 Å [from observations 
on difference-Fourier maps for high-(CO2) crystals]; 
O(7)–O(8) ≈ O(7)–O(9) ≈ O(8)–O(9) ≈ 2.30 Å. More-
over, the site occupancies of C, O(7), O(8) and O(9) 
were fixed at values derived in Table 4. Thus only 
positional and displacement parameters were refined, 
with the former softly constrained as indicated above. 
In this way, we were able to satisfactorily refine the 
(CO3) group for crystals S(8) to S(18), i.e., for crystals 
with ≥0.18 apfu (CO3).

Refinement of the sulfate group

As noted by Peterson et al. (1979), the O atoms of 
the (SO4) group have an expression as electron density 
close to the A site but both above and below the (001) 
plane through the A site. Figure 5 shows the residual 
density in this region of the structure, calculated in the 
same way as for the (CO3) group. The intensity of this 
density scales well with the analyzed (SO4) content of 
the crystals, and these atoms were detected for (SO4) ≥ 
0.27 apfu. Note that in I4/m, all O atoms of the (SO4) 
group are symmetrically equivalent [= O(10); see below, 
Table 6], whereas in P42/n, there are two symmetrically 
distinct O atoms, O(10) and O(11) (see below, Table 7).
The residual density forms eight equivalent maxima in 
I4/m, as required by symmetry, and this corresponds to 
(SO4) groups in two distinct configurations related by a 
90° rotation around the 4-fold rotation axis through the 
A site (Fig. 5e). In P42/n, the residual density forms two 
distinct sets [≡ O(10 and O(11)]. The densities at these 
two sites may be similar (e.g., Fig. 5d) or very different 
(e.g., Fig. 5c); the latter may denote anion ordering and 
will be discussed later.

As for the refinement of the (CO3) group, constraints 
also were used for refinement of the (SO4) group. The 
S–O(10) and S–O(11) distances were constrained to 
be equal to the values read from the difference-Fourier 
map, and the site occupancies were set such that the site 
populations of the S and O(10) sites were in accord with 
(SO4) stoichiometry.

Details of the structure refinements are given in 
Table 3. Final atom-parameters and selected inter-
atomic distances are given in Tables 5, 6 and Tables 
7, 8, respectively. Atom-displacement parameters and 
structure factors may be obtained from The Depository 
of Unpublished Data on the MAC website [document 
Scapolite CM46_1527].

THE T SiTES

Geometrical relations

Selected distances for T(1), T(2) and T(3) sites 
are given in Tables 7 (I4/m) and 8 (P42/n). The grand 
<T–O> distance is a linear function of Al content in 
apfu (Fig. 6a), and linear regression gives the following 
relation:

<T–O> = 1.6027(6) + 0.0127(1) Al (apfu)  
R 2 = 0.998  (1)

Division of the trend into three parts, corresponding 
to the different space-group symmetries, gives the 
following trends for <T–O> as a function of Al content 
(apfu):

S(1)–S(6) I4/m <T–O> = 1.594(7) +  
0.015(2) Al R2 = 0.928 (2) 
 
S(7)–S(15) P42/n <T–O> = 1.6069(7) +  
0.0118(2) Al R2 = 0.999 (3) 
 
S(16)–S(18) I4/m <T–O> = 1.598(8) +  
0.014(1) Al  R2 = 0.989 (4)

The regression lines for S(1)–S(6) and S(16)–S(18) are 
not significantly different, and hence we can fit the two 
sets of I4/m data to a single curve:

<T–O> = 1.6019(5) + 0.0129(1) Al  
R2 = 0.999  (5)

The differences between the intercepts and slopes of 
equations (3) and (5), together with the associated 
pooled standard deviations, are as follows: 0.0050(8) 
and 0.0011(2), respectively. For equations (3) and (5) 
to be significantly different, the values given above 
must be significantly different from zero; as the differ-
ences are all ~6s, equations (3) and (5) are significantly 
different. Figure 6b shows all the data for crystals 
S(1)–S(18) with the regression line calculated only for 
crystals S(7)–S(15) [i.e., equation (3)]; it is apparent 
from Figure 6b that there are subtle differences between 
the structural responses of the I4/m and P42/n structures 
to variations in Al content.

The T(1) site

There are three trends in <T(1)–O> distances as a 
function of the content of Al (apfu) (Fig. 7a):
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Fig. 5. Difference-electron-density maps calculated omitting the O(10) and O(11) atoms from the structure model: (a) S(6), 
0.027 (SO4); (b) S(8), 0.091 (SO4); (c) S(10), 0.113 (SO4); (d) S(15), 0.286 (SO4); (e) S(16), 0.288 (SO4) pfu. Contours are 
shown at intervals of 0.5 e/Å3, negative contours are dashed, and the zero contour is omitted. Section z = 0.6 for (a)–(d) and 
z = 0.85 for (b) and (c). Length of the horizontal edge is 6 Å.
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S(1)–S(6) I4/m <T(1)–O> = 1.601(3) + 
0.0018(8) Al  R2 = 0.559 (6) 
 
S(7)–S(15) P42/n <T(1)–O> = 1.493(5) + 
0.030(1) Al   R2 = 0.991 (7) 
 
S(16)–S(18) I4/m <T(1)–O> = 1.599(9) + 
0.0134(16) Al  R2 = 0.986 (8)

For crystals S(1)–S(6), which have space-group 
symmetry I4/m, the grand <T(1)–O> distance is 
1.6066(5) Å, and there is no significant change in 
<T(1)–O> as a function of Al content. Thus there is a 
major discontinuity between I4/m marialite and P42/n 

scapolite (Fig. 7a). Moreover, we may conclude either 
that (1) the T(1) tetrahedron is fully occupied by Si, or 
that (2) there are small amounts of Al at T(1), but these 
crystals do not follow a hard-sphere model, or (3) T(1)Al 
is approximately constant and non-zero from S(1) to 
S(6). For crystals S(7)–S(15), which have space-group 
symmetry P42/n, <T(1)–O> is a linear function of Al 
content, indicating that Al substitutes for Si at the T(1) 
site. The <T(1)–O> values for S(7) and S(8) are 1.607 
and 1.608 Å, respectively. Do these two crystals contain 
Al at the T(1) site? Figure 7a suggests that S(8) does 
have Al at T(1), but the situation for S(7) is somewhat 
ambiguous. However, S(7) definitely has space-group 
symmetry P42/n, and the Occam’s razor solution is 
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that Al increases at T(1) in the P42/n structure at all Si 
values. Thus Al occupies the T(1) site at ~3.7 Al apfu 
(~Me24). This is not in accord with the prediction of 
Hassan & Buseck (1988) that Al begins to occupy the 
T(1) site at a Si:Al ratio of 2:1, i.e., 4.0 Al apfu and 
Me37.5. The trends of Figure 7a show that their proposal 
cannot be correct. At Al = 4.0 apfu, <T(1)–O> is equal 
to 1.6130 Å, whereas for S(1–6), <<T(1)–O>> is equal 
to 1.6066(5) Å. The difference between these values is 
0.0064 Å with a pooled standard deviation of 0.0013 
Å. This difference amounts to 4.9 s and is significant; 
Al does not begin to occupy the T(1) site at Al = 4.0 
apfu (i.e., Me37.5).

For crystals S(16)–S(18), <T(1)–O> is a single 
linear function of the total Al content; simple tests of 
the hypothesis show that the regression equations (7) 
and (8) above are significantly different. Thus there is 
a discontinuity where the space group changes from 
P42/n to I4/m for meionite.

The T(2) and T(3) sites

At the I4/m ! P42/n transition, the T(2) site splits 
into two sites, T(2) and T(3) (Table 1). The variation in 
aggregate <T–O> distances is shown in Figure 7b. Three 
distinct linear trends can be recognized as a function of 
content of Al (apfu):

S(1)–S(6) I4/m <T(2)–O> = 1.6076(14) + 
0.0169(4) Al  R2 = 0.997 (9) 
 
S(7)–S(15) P42/n <T(2,3)–O> = 1.662(3) + 
0.0032(7) Al  R2 = 0.723 (10) 
 

Fig. 6. Variation in grand <T–O> distance in the crystal 
structure of scapolite with Al apfu: (a) fitted to a single 
linear trend for S(1)–S(18); (b) fitted to a single trend for 
S(7)–S(15) only. Black circles are I4/m structures, white 
circles are P42/n structures.
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S(16)–S(18) I4/m <T(2)–O> = 1.6410(2) + 
0.0074(1) Al  R2 = 0.999 (11)

where <T(2,3)–O> = [<T(2)–O> + <T(3)–O>] / 2. 
Linear trends (9) and (11) indicate that Al is more 
strongly ordered at the T(2) site in I-centered marialite 
than in I-centered meionite. Moreover, comparison of 
equations (7) and (10) is quite instructive. The slope of 
equation (7) is ten times that of equation (10), indicating 
that Al is ordering at T(1) much more rapidly than at 
T(2,3) with increasing Al content in the P42/n structure; 
note that this observation is also in accord with the 
values for the intercepts in equations (7) and (10).

The variation in <T(2)–O> and <T(3)–O> distances 
is shown in Figure 7c. At the I4/m ! P42/n transition in 
marialite, the T(2) site splits into the T(2) and T(3) sites, 
with Al preferentially ordered at T(2) and Si preferen-
tially ordered at T(3). This order reaches a maximum at 
Al ≈ 4.2 apfu and then decreases toward the composi-
tion of the P42/n ! I4/m transition in meionite. It will 
be shown later that this order of Al and Si over the T(2) 
and T(3) sites is never complete (see the ideal distances 
for complete occupancy by Al and Si indicated in Fig. 
7c). Note that crystal S(14) deviates significantly from 
the trend of the rest of the data in Figure 7c. The struc-
ture refinement was repeated on another crystal from 
sample S(14), and the same result was obtained. Thus 
the deviation of S(14) from the trend in Figure 7c is 

real and statistically significant; this crystal shows more 
order of Al and Si over these two sites than the trend 
based on the other results suggests.

Assignment of site populations

For any framework aluminosilicate, one would 
normally use a relation analogous to that of Figure 6 to 
assign Al–Si site-occupancies. However, the situation is 
not so straightforward in scapolite. If a modified equa-
tion (1) is used to assign site occupancies, the T(1) site 
in I4/m marialite [crystals S(1)–S(6)] will be assigned 
significant (i.e., ~0.30 apfu) Al. Above, we suggested 
two possibilities for the T(1) site in crystals S(1)–S(6): 
(1) there is no Al at T(1); (2) there is Al at T(1). If there 
is no Al at the T(1) site, relation (1) should extrapolate 
to the grand <T(1)–O> distance for crystals S(1)–S(6); 
the relevant values are as follows: grand <T(1)–O> 
= 1.6066(5) Å; extrapolated <T(1)–O> = 1.6027(6) 
Å. Similarly, if we extrapolate the trend for the I4/m 
structures to zero Al at T(1) [equation (5)], we get a 
<T(1)–O> distance of 1.6019(5) Å. The two extrapo-
lated distances have a difference (and pooled standard 
deviation) of 0.0008(8) and hence are not significantly 
different. The grand <T(1)–O> distance for crystals 
S(1)–S(6) is 1.6066(5) Å, whereas the extrapolated 
distances for zero Al occupancy at T(1) are 1.6027(6) 
and 1.6019(5) Å; the difference between these values 
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is 0.0039(8) Å = 4.9 s, and hence is significant. These 
arguments suggest that a small amount of Al may occur 
at the T(1) site in I4/m marialite crystals S(1)–S(6). 
The alternative possibility is that the relation involving 
<T(1)–O>, <T(2)–O> and Al site-population is different 
in crystals S(1)–S(6) (I4/m marialite) and crystals S(7)–
S(15) (P42/n scapolite). How can we decide between 
these two possibilities?

Sokolova et al. (1996) and Sherriff et al. (1998, 
2000) have examined I4/m marialite, P42/n scapolite 
and I4/m meionite by 24Si MAS and 27Al SATRAS 
(SAtellite TRAnSition) NMR spectroscopy. From 
their fitted 29Si MAS NMR spectra for I4/m marialite, 
Sokolova et al. (1996) stated that “There are 4.00 Si 
apfu in the T(1) sites for all three samples, within 
experimental error...”. If there is Al at T(1) in samples 
of I4/m marialite, the <T(1)–O> distances in S(1)–S(6), 
together with the equations given above, indicate that 
there is ~ 0.31 Al apfu at T(1) . This amounts to a differ-
ence in spectral intensity of ~10% for each of the peaks 
assigned to Si at T(1); inspection of the fitted spectrum 
of PAM–1 (Sokolova et al. 1996, Fig. 4) [= S(1)] indi-
cates that such a discrepancy is not possible. Hence we 
are left with a conundrum: Figure 8 and equations (1) 
and (5) suggest that Al occurs at T(1) in I4/m marialite, 
whereas the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum indicates that Al 
does not occur at T(1) in these structures.

Let us approach this problem in a different way. 
The 29Si MAS NMR results of Sokolova et al. (1996) 
indicate that there is no Al at T(1) in marialite sample 
PAM–1 [= S(1)]. As <T(1)–O> is the same in crystals 
S(1)–S(6), there is no Al at T(1) in crystals S(1)–S(6) 
[this is more in line with the grand <T(1)–O> distance 
of 1.6066(5) Å, which is closer to the <Si–O> distance 
of 1.609 Å in alpha quartz (e.g., Kihara 1990)]. If there 
is no Al at T(1), Figure 7 indicates that the relation 
between <T–O> in crystals S(1)–S(6) must be signifi-
cantly different from the analogous relation in crystals 
S(7)–S(15). Possibly these different relations can be 
ascribed to the unusual response of the cell volume to 
increasing Me content for crystals S(1)–S(6) (see later 
discussion). Alternatively, the relation between <T–O> 
and Al–Si site-occupancy may differ for the I4/m and 
P42/n scapolites; this is in line with equations (3) and 
(5), which are significantly different. Taking the Al 
occupancy of T(1) as zero for the I4/m marialite struc-
tures S(1)–S(6), we may plot the variation in <T(1)–O> 
and <T(2)–O> as a function of Al occupancy (Fig. 8a) 
and develop the following regression equation for 
prediction of Al site-occupancies in I4/m marialite:

Al = 7.26(3) <T–O> – 11.66(4)  
s = 0.0027, R2 = 0.999  (12)

Next, we will use this equation to predict site occu-
pancies for the T(1) and T(2) sites in I4/m meionite; 
if these values are correct, they must sum to the bulk 
composition of the crystal for each structure [note that 

data for crystals S(16)–S(18) were not used in devel-
oping equation (12)]. The predicted total Al contents for 
crystals S(16)–S(18) deviate from the analyzed values 
by 0.203, 0303 and 0.285 Al apfu [compared with a 
mean deviation of 0.013 Al apfu for crystals S(1)–S(6)]. 
Thus equation (12) is not an adequate equation for the 
prediction of Al site-occupancies in I4/m meionite.

Fig. 7. Variation in mean <T–O> distances in the crystal 
structure of scapolite as a function of Al apfu: (a) <T(1)–
O> distance; (b) <T(2)–O> (I4/m) and <T(2,3)–O> (P42/n) 
distances; (c) <T(2)–O> and <T(3)–O> distances (P42/n 
only). Rhombs correspond to T(3) sites. Legend as in 
Figure 6.
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Now we need to develop a similar relation to predict 
the Al site-occupancies of the T(1), T(2), and T(3) sites 
in P42/n scapolites S(7)–S(15). The only way we can 
do this is to assume that T(1), T(2) and T(3) respond in 
the same fashion to variations in site occupancy. With 
this constraint, we may plot the mean Al site-occupancy 
as a function of the mean <T–O> distance, and use the 
resultant relation for the individual sites. This varia-
tion is shown in Figure 8b, and the resulting regression 
equation is as follows:

Al = –11.37(17) + 7.075(102) <T–O>  
s = 0.0016, R2 = 0.999  (13)

For crystals S(16)–S(18), we similarly assume that the 
relation between occupancy and <T–O> distance is the 
same for the T(1) and T(2) sites. The resulting regres-
sion equation is as follows:

Al = –9.6(1.0) + 6.0(4) <T–O>  
s = 0.0029, R2 = 0.989  (14)

Site populations assigned from these equations are 
given in Table 9 for scapolites S(1)–S(18). The site 
occupancies are given to three decimal places, as the 
standard errors of estimates for each of the regression 
equations [(12), (13) and (14)] are in the third decimal 
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place. In addition, the rank of the equipoints for each 
site is 4, and one must be careful in avoiding termina-
tion errors when calculating the total Al content of each 

crystal from the site occupancies. A comparison of the 
latter values with the values from the unit formulae 
derived from the chemical compositions (Table 4) is 
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shown in Figure 9. The standard errors of estimates for 
the I4/m marialite, P42/n scapolite, and I4/m meionite 
series are 0.032, 0.019 and 0.035 Al apfu, respectively, 
and none of the data deviate significantly from the 1:1 
line in Figure 9.

Lin (1975) suggested a highly ordered Al–Si 
distribution between T(2) and T(3) at a composition 
[Al4Si8O24], i.e., with an Si/Al ratio of 2:1. Of all 
eighteen samples, S(10) and S(11), with Si/Al ratios of 
1.92:1 and 1.85:1, respectively, are the mostly highly 
ordered scapolites, exhibiting maximal difference 
between <T(2)–O> and <T(3)–O> distances. From 
equation (13), we may extrapolate to zero and full occu-
pancy of Al; the resultant values are as follows: <Si–O> 
= 1.6071(16), <Al–O> = 1.7484(16) Å. Thus for crys-
tals S(10) and S(11) with maximal Al–Si order, the 
<T(2)–O> and <T(3)–O> distances, 1.728 and 1.617 Å, 
respectively, show that there is still some small amount 
of disorder of Al over the T(2) and T(3) sites (Fig. 7c). 
Of the P42/n scapolites, S(15) has the maximum Si/Al 
disorder observed, with <T(2)–O> 1.691 and < T(3)–O> 
1.666 Å. For this crystal, only three reflections violate 
the condition h + k + l = 2n (Fo > 4sF), and the compo-

sition must correspond almost exactly to that at the I4/m 
! P42/n second-order phase transition.

Long-range order–disorder of Al and Si

The order of Al over the T(1) and T(2) + T(3) sites 
as a function of total Al content is shown in Figure 10; 
the line joining Me0 (dis) and Me100 (dis) shows the 
relation for total Al–Si disorder between the marialite 
and meionite end-member compositions. First, it is 
notable that meionite shows a much higher degree of 
Al–Si order than marialite. Second, the data of Figure 
10 indicate that there is some residual order at the end-
member meionite composition: the trends in site occu-
pancies for T(1) and T(2) do not (linearly) extrapolate 
to complete disorder [Me100 (dis) in Fig. 10] [of course, 
the trends may nonlinearly converge to Me100 (dis) in 
the region Me>93.

THE M SiTE

The refined site-scattering values at the M site are 
given in Table 10, together with the site populations 
assigned from the unit formulae calculated from the 
electron-microprobe data. There is close agreement 
between the refined site-scattering values and those 
calculated from the electron-microprobe data (Fig. 
11a, R 2 = 0.996), indicating that there is no significant 
systematic error in either of the two sets of results. 
Figure 11b shows the variation in <M–O> as a func-
tion of constituent-cation radius (values from Shannon 
1976), where the O anions belong to the aluminosilicate 
framework [i.e., no anions of the (CO3) group or the 
Cl anion are included]. There are two distinct trends 
for the I4/m and P42/n structures, the former having 
a distinctly steeper slope. In the crystal structure of 

Fig. 8. Variation in Al occupancy as a function of <T–O> in 
scapolites: (a) <T(1)–O> and <T(2)–O> in I4/m marialite 
[crystals S(1)–S(6)]; (b) <T–O> in P42/n scapolite [crystals 
S(7)–S(15)]; legend as in Figure 6.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the observed Al content (apfu) with 
the Al content calculated from equations (12), (13) and 
(14) for both I4/m and P42/n scapolites; legend as in 
Figure 6.
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end-member marialite, the coordination number of 
the M atom is eight. Seven ligands are O atoms of the 
Si–Al framework, and the eighth ligand is a Cl atom 
(Fig. 12a). In P42/n, the O(4) site splits into O(5) and 
O(6) sites: the M–O(5,6) bonds are invariably shorter 
than the M–O(5,6)' bonds, and there is correspondence 
between O(4) and O(5), O(6) and O(4)' and O(5)', O(6)', 
comparing M–O bonds in I4/m and P42/n (Tables 8, 9). 
Figure 12 shows the possible short-range arrangements 
of anions about the M site. Where the A site is occupied 

by Cl (Fig. 12a), the coordination number of the M 
cation is [8]. Where the A cavity is occupied by (SO4) 
(Fig. 12b), the coordination number of the cation is [9]. 
Where the A cavity is occupied by (CO3), the coordina-
tion number of the M cation can be [8] (Figs. 12c, d) or 
[9] (Figs. 12e, f), depending on the local arrangement. 
Thus in end-member marialite, the M cation is [8]-coor-

Fig. 10. Variation in Al occupancy of the T(1) and T(2) [≡ T(2) + T(3) in P42/n crystals] 
as a function of total Al content; the large black circles denote complete disorder for (1) 
end-member marialite and (2) end-member meionite; legend as in Figure 6.
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dinated; in end-member meionite, the M cation is (on 
average) [8.5]-coordinated.

In the structure of scapolite, the M polyhedra share 
common edges to form columns extending along 
[001] (Fig. 13a). These columns connect to each other 
through common vertices (occupied by the A anions) 
to form sheets that extend along [110] and [110], and 
these sheets link via common vertices occupied by the 
A anions (Fig. 13b). This arrangement is designated as 
the M framework.

THE A SiTE

The A site is located in a type-1 channel. It is 
occupied dominantly by Cl in marialite, S(1)–S(9), 
with 0.98 ≥ Cl ≥ 0.62 apfu (Table 4). As the A site is 
surrounded by four M atoms, the Cl atom is bonded to 
four (usually Na) atoms. With increasing Me content, 
Cl is replaced by (CO3) and (SO4) anions at the A site, 

and in meionite, divalent anions are dominant at the A 
site: for S(10)–S(18) 0.38 ≤ (CO3) ≤ 0.94 apfu and 0.52 
≤ (CO3 + SO4) ≤ 0.97 apfu. Sulfur replaces Cl at the A 
site, whereas C occupies four disordered sites position-
ally displaced from the A site. Our refinements confirm 
the disordered models for the (CO3) and (SO4) groups 
(Papike & Stephenson 1966, Levien & Papike 1976, 
Peterson et al. 1979) and show that they are applicable 
to all compositions across the marialite–meionite solid-
solution series.

The (CO3) group

There are four (CO3) groups in the (001) plane 
arranged about the 4 axis (I4/m) or 4 axis (P42/n). 
Each (CO3) triangle is bonded to four M atoms, and 
one local arrangement is shown in Figure 14; there 
are four (equivalent) orientations for this arrangement. 
Corresponding M–O(7,8,9) bonds are listed in Tables 7 
and 8. Where a specific M cation has one bond to the 
(CO3) group, this bond is short and varies between 
2.00 and 2.25 Å in I4/m and between 1.90 and 2.28 Å 
in P42/n. Where a specific M cation has two bonds to 
the (CO3) group [i.e., the (CO3) and (MO9) polyhedra 
share a common edge], the M–O bonds involving the 
O atoms constituting the common edge are longer than 
those to a single O atom. Note that each O atom of the 
carbonate group is bonded to two M atoms and thus is 
[3]-coordinated.

The sulfate group

In I4/m, the (SO4) group occurs in two distinct orien-
tations (related by 90° rotation around the 4-fold axis) 
in equal amounts. However, it is not clear if there are 
deviations from this relation, as the sulfate contents of 
these (and most) scapolites are low, and such deviations 
may have a negligible effect on the diffraction of the 
X-rays. In P42/n, there are also two distinct conforma-
tions of the (SO4) group, but the long-range symmetry 
does not require that the two distinct conformations 
occur in equal amounts; in fact, Figure 5c indicates that 
these conformations do not occur in equal amounts.

linKagE OF M and T POlyHEdra

The crystal structure of scapolite can be described as 
two interpenetrating frameworks, the T framework and 
the M framework; interframework linkage is shown in 
Figure 15. Each M polyhedron is connected to three T(1) 
tetrahedra from different T(1) rings: it shares an edge 
with one tetrahedron and two vertices with the other 
two tetrahedra; this common edge is O(4)–O(4) (I4/m, 
Fig. 15a) or O(5)–O(6) (P42/n, Fig. 15b). Similarly, the 
T(1) tetrahedron is linked through a common edge to 
one M polyhedron, and through a common vertex to two 
M polyhedra: all three M polyhedra belong to the same 

Fig. 11. (a) Comparison of the site-scattering values (epfu) 
for the M site from site refinement (SREF) and electron-
microprobe data (EMPA); (b) variation in <M–O> as a 
function of constituent-cation radius at the M site shown 
as two linear trends, one for I4m scapolite (black circles) 
and one for P42/n scapolite (white circles).
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column. Thus each column of M polyhedra is connected 
to two “sequences” of T(1) rings along [001]: there is 
edge-sharing with one T(1) sequence and corner-sharing 
with another T(1) “sequence”. Each M polyhedron 
shares four common edges with four T(2) tetrahedra: 
two O(2)–O(4) edges and two O(3)–O(4) edges; two 
common vertices, O(3), are also shared with another 
two T(2) tetrahedra. Conversely, each T(2) tetrahedron 
shares two edges with two neighboring M polyhedra 
from one column and a vertex with an M polyhedron 
from another column. In P42/n, the T(2) site has split 

into the T(2) and T(3) sites, and the M polyhedron shares 
two common edges with two T(2) tetrahedra and two 
common edges with two T(3) tetrahedra: O(2)–O(5) 
and O(5)–O(4) for T(2), and O(2)–O(6) and O(6)–O(3) 
for T(3). The T(2) tetrahedron contains more Al and is 
larger than the T(3) tetrahedron. The tetrahedron edges 
O(2)–O(5) and O(5)–O(4) are about 0.1 Å longer than 
the edges O(2)–O(6) and O(6)–O(3). Corner-sharing 
of the M polyhedron with T(2) and T(3) tetrahedra of a 
different size requires matching of both fragments. As 
a result, the square face O(4)–O(4)–O(3)–O(3) (I4/m, 

Fig. 12. Possible local arrangements of atoms around the M site (I4/m): (a) CN = [8] 
with seven framework O atoms and one Cl atom; (b) the M atom coordinated by two 
additional O atoms of the (SO4) group; (c)–(f) coordination of the M cation by four 
different (CO3) groups. The M cation is shown as a medium grey circle, the C, S and 
Cl atoms are shown as small, medium and large black circles, O atoms are shown as 
numbered shaded white circles.
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Fig. 15a) is broken in two triangular faces, O(5)–O(4)–
O(6) and O(4)–O(3)–O(6) in P42/n (Fig. 15b).

VariaTiOn in CEll dimEnSiOnS

Figure 16 shows the variation in cell dimensions as 
a function of Mex for S(1)–S(18).

The a parameter

The increase in the a parameter across the series 
is 0.1627 Å, i.e., about 1.4% of the minimal value of 
12.0450 Å for S(6); the maximal a value is 12.2077 
Å for S(18). Figure 16a shows a decrease in the a 
parameter for S(1)–S(6) with 3.103 < Al < 3.649 apfu 
from 12.0570 to 12.0450 Å. There is a linear increase 
in the a parameter for P42/n scapolite from S(7) to 
S(15) with 3.745 < Al < 5.068 apfu, from 12.0720 to 
12.1674 Å. The three I4/m scapolites, S(16)–S(18), also 
show an increase in the a parameter (from 12.1713 to 
12.2077 Å).

The c parameter

The increase in the c parameter across the series 
is 0.0197 Å, i.e., about 2.6% of the minimal value of 
7.5644 Å for S(1); the maximal c value is 7.5841 Å for 
S(10). Figure 16b shows changes in the c parameter as 
a function of Al content: c increases in I4/m marialite 
[S(1)–S(6)] (with 3.103 < Al < 3.649 apfu), decreases 
in the P42/n scapolites [S(7)–S(15) with 3.745 < Al < 
5.068 apfu], and increases again for the I4/m meionite 
[S(16)–S(18) with 5.147 < Al < 5.617 apfu].

Cell volume

Variation in cell volume across the series is shown in 
Figure 16c. The variation in V as a function of composi-
tion is similar to the analogous variation in a (Fig. 16a), 
except in I4/m marialite [S(1)–S(6)]. In that particular 
part of the solid solution, the a parameter decreases and 
the c parameter increases; coupling of these two trends 
results in no change in the cell volume.

Previous work on cell dimensions in scapolite has 
emphasized two points: (1) increase in Al content and 
expansion of the T-framework, and (2) cooperative rota-
tion of tetrahedra; neither of these factors was regarded 
as dominant. Cooperative rotation of tetrahedra causes 
contraction of the oval channels with increasing Me 
content (or corresponding increase of Al content) 
(Papike & Stephenson 1966). Increase in Al content 
results in expansion of T tetrahedra constituting the 
framework. There are distinct similarities between 
Figures 16a, b and 7a, b. Variation in <T(1)–O> corre-

Fig. 13. The arrangement of [8]-coordinated M polyhedra in 
scapolite S(1): (a) projected onto (110); (b) projected onto 
(001). The [8]-coordinated M polyhedra are grey, and Cl 
atoms are shown as black circles.

Fig. 14. The coordination of the (CO3) group in the A cage 
in crystal S(18); the M cation is shown by a grey circle, the 
C atom is shown by a black circle, the oxygen atoms O(7), 
O(8) and O(9) of the carbonate group are shown as pale 
grey circles; interatomic distances are shown in Å.
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lates well with the variation in a (Figs. 7a, 16a), and 
variation in the <T(2,3)–O> correlates well with the 
variation in c (Figs. 7b, 16b).

The a cell-parameter decreases slightly in I4/m mari-
alite (Fig. 16a) as Al increases from 3.103 to 3.649 apfu 
and (CO3) changes from 0.010 to 0.128 apfu. The Al 
atom does not occur at the T(1) site (Fig. 7a); it occurs at 
the T(2) site, and the <T(2)–O> distance increases with 
increasing AlTOT. With (CO3) replacing Cl at the A site, 
the <M–A> distance increases rapidly (Tables 7, 8). If 
<T(2)–O> and <M–A> both increase with increasing Al 
content, why doesn’t the a cell-parameter increase as 
well? It does not increase because of rotation of tetra-
hedra. Figures 17a and 17b show variations in the angle 
a versus content of Al (apfu) and the a cell-parameter, 
where a is the angle between the diameters of the T(1) 
and T(2) rings. The a angle decreases rapidly where 
<T(2)–O> and <M–A> increase. As a result, the a cell-

parameter does not change. The a angle cannot decrease 
in the way that it does for I4/m marialite because it 
would lead to contraction of channels. Where (CO3) 
replaces Cl and Ca replaces Na, M–O bonds change: the 
longer bonds to the T(1) tetrahedron become shorter and 
the shorter bonds to the oxygen atoms of the T(2) site 
become longer, decreasing on average. This change is 
possible because Al enters the T(1) site upon change in 
space group; <T(1)–O> increases rapidly, affecting the 
length of the a cell parameter. Where both diameters of 
the T(1) and T(2) rings increase, the rate of change of 
the a angle is less than in I4/m marialite (Figs. 17a,b).

Summary

(1) There are different relations between <T–O> 
distances and Al–Si site-populations in I4/m marialite 
and P42/n scapolite and I4/m meionite:

Fig. 15. A fragment of the crystal structure of scapolite showing linkage of M polyhedra 
and T tetrahedra: (a) I4/m; (b) P42/n. Polyhedra: T(1): very pale grey; T(2) and T(3): 
dark grey; Ca: medium grey; Cl: black circle.
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I4/m marialite: Al = 7.26(3) <T–O> – 11.66(4)  
s = 0.0027, R2 = 0.999 
 
P42/n scapolite: Al = 7.075(102) <T–O> – 
11.37(17) s = 0.0016, R2 = 0.999 
 
I4/m meionite: Al = 6.0(4) <T–O> – 9.6(1.0)  
s = 0.0029, R2 = 0.989

(2) In I4/m marialite, there is no Al at the T(1) site 
(cf. Sokolova et al. 1996).

(3) In P42/n scapolite, Al is strongly ordered at 
T(2), and Si is strongly ordered at T(3), but this order 
is never complete.

(4) The M cation (Na, Ca, K) is [8]-coordinated in 
end-member marialite and (on average) [8.5]-coordi-
nated in end-member meionite.

(5) At the A site, there are four (CO3) groups 
arranged about the 4 axis (I4/m) or 4 axis (P42/n) (cf. 
Papike & Stephenson 1966, Levien & Papike 1976); 
this arrangement is consistent across the complete series 
from marialite to meionite.

(6) There are also (SO4) groups at the A site in some 
scapolites. In the I4/m structure, the (SO4) group is 
disordered by rotation of 90° about the central 4-fold 
axis, with 50% occupancy of each arrangement. In the 
P42/n structure, the (SO4) group is disordered into two 
orientations, but the occupancies of each arrangement 
are not equal (cf. Peterson et al. 1979).

Fig. 16. Variation in a, c and V as a function of Mex in the 
marialite–meionite series; legend as in Figure 6.

Fig. 17. Variation in a angle (see text) in the marialite–
meionite series as a function of (a) total Al (apfu) and (b) 
a cell-parameter; legend as in Figure 6.
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